KYNEPROX is an Innovative Start Up incubated in the Turin Polytechnic which has patented and produces innovative kinematic solutions for Gaming and Industrial world.

The invented Joints allow inclinations in the two axes and longitudinal translations with high loads both actively and passively. The ability to manage the movement with limited power and low voltage without pneumatics and/or hydraulics is an element of strength for the applications of dynamic platforms and/or inertial platforms and Innovative anti seismic solution.

The KSJ solution for seismic isolation

Kinematic joint with passive articulation with longitudinal and transversal translation

The KSJ system uses steel components appropriately constrained to decouple the horizontal motion of the ground from the structure—**no maintenance required**

This new innovative cinematic concept opens up horizons for the application of seismic protection to sectors and markets other than the application of civil or industrial structural constructions.

**Seismic insulating devices for non-structural applications**

City lines distribution networks and services of water, electric, sewerage, domestic gas, telephone systems

Primary distribution lines for water, oil & gas, fuel plants

**Contacts**
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www.kyneprox.com